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“The present usually hurts”, so says Blaise Pascal. – Why does the present
pain us? The 17th-century writer suggests that people either reminisce about
the past or fantasize about the future, but fail to be in the present. We keep
recalling the past or anticipating the future, either to slow down or to speed up,
but we don’t live the present moment. – Why not in the present? Because it is
too painful to live in the present. Painful, because it is neither the past we know
nor the future we hope for. – Why it is painful to keep to the present? Because
the present afflicts us. – Why? Because escapism pulls us in both directions.
Because the sheer presence of the present awakens pain. Because we might
find it hard to understand its driftings and lingerings. Because the present
floats between memory and imagination. – Why the pain doesn’t awake us
to the present? Possibly because we are in it? Because we can’t see it?

Wiebke Leister
Course Leader
LCC MA Photography

In contrast, photographs are in and of an imaginary time. They write their
own time. Suggesting they are as-if this or as-if that, they have no direction
of time, no direct reference to real time. Differentiating between past and
future gives time a direction, but even when saying that the event of the
photograph occurred in the past, its viewing is always in the present, while
its meaning or interpretation will be in the future. Photographs may be cause
or effect of something, but they may also effect or affect something else.
The time of the photograph is always now, in the present tense. And because
it is a thing of the present it might afflict us. It might awaken us. It might pain
us. Neither attached to the future nor the past, it actualizes the present as
we look at it. An actuality set adrift. It may depict pain or cause pain, but
an image of pain does not necessarily cause pain. – Why a photograph is
painful? Because pain is a pain is a pain.
MAP15 chose the above Pascal quote as a touchstone for this show. It reflects
their enduring experimentation with the photographic medium by pushing
something to its limits, an engagement that we have been more than happy
to support over the past year or two. We wish you many happy and successful
meanderings in the present as well as an outlook into a positively afflicted
future and past. It was a pleasure working with you – do keep in touch!

Contact: w.leister@lcc.arts.ac.uk
Course webpage: www.arts.ac.uk/lcc/courses/postgraduate/ma-photography

It is not only that pain is a pain, it also pains.
Sweet pain. Distressing pain. Exquisite pain. Emotional pain.
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Chris Aadland

Lie down with me

chris@chrisaadland.com
chrisaadland.com

Chris Aadland’s practice explores the promise of photographic portraiture
through constructing moments of potential authenticity. His serial portraits
are held together by how he approaches and instructs his subjects.
His methodologies, influenced by acting and theatre theory, and philosophical
and sociological ideas of the self, confront and transcend social boundaries.
His sitters are often photographed out of context in a controlled environment
to emphasise his methods of understanding portraiture.
For his series Lie down with me, he approached strangers in parks asking them
to lie down on the grass to take their portrait. This enabled Aadland to come
close to his subjects and establish a space of intimacy between him and his
sitter, and ultimately between the viewer and the portrait. Surrounded only
by the grass they laid upon, the sitters are decontextualised while emphasizing
their poses, gazes and expressions.

Diana Anghel

diana.anghel88@yahoo.co.uk
diana-anghel.com

Still Home

Diana Anghel’s photographic work explores architectural manifestations,
memory and the psychology of space. Her practice combines both fine art
and documentary photography and is always concerned with emotions
and the uncanny.
Still Home is a personal project that investigates the impact Brutalist
architecture has on one’s state of mind. Through large-scale manipulated
images and documentary photography, the project raises questions about
the meaning of architecture as visual inheritance and how people have
adapted their homes in such authoritarian buildings. A constant interplay
between personal / general, home / ideology and emotional / intransigent
runs through the body of work to explore themes of alienation, childhood
and identity.

Giulia Astesani

g.astesani@gmail.com
giuliaastesani.com

This is the Place

My practice focuses on the intrinsic ambiguity and unreliability of the
photographic medium. Using both digital and analog processes, as well
as integrating found objects, moving images and photography, I explore
memory’s often fictitious and constructed nature through a process of
translation and deconstruction. I’m interested in the tension between the
indexical nature of images and their flat inaccessible surfaces, and in how
I can translate personal memory and experience into a universal object.
Finding my family’s photographic albums prompted the body of work shown
in this exhibition. I felt familiar and yet alienated from the images in front
of me; there was something quite unsettling and frustrating in the experience
of looking into a past I couldn’t fully recognize.
In the exhibition I use different means to deconstruct this personal collection
of images. Process, surface, and materiality become central in the play
between preserving and vanishing.

Andrea Azema

andrea.gloria@orange.fr
map15.co.uk

Rubber Plans

Images trapped between fiction and reality show disturbing places out of
space and time constructed to sell and advertise a promise of happiness.
The realistic mise-en-scènes present themselves as fantasies, dreams of
functionality available on demand. A deception that leaves the human
world abandoned to the simulation of its emptied out decor.

Daniel Barter

info@danielbarter.co.uk
danielbarter.co.uk

Remove, Restore, Replace

Daniel Barter’s photographic practice deals with nostalgia, the pace of
development in the modern age, contemporary ruins and how artists and
audiences in an increasingly technological environment react to the past.
His work examines the ways in which viewers interact with photographs of
once-grand spaces often associated with a now-forgotten industrial age.
Remove, Restore, Replace takes Barter’s previous digital images of derelict
places associated with the European steel industry and recasts them for
the viewer using Victorian wet plate collodion photography. Creating these
handmade images on glass calls to mind the fragile state of our industrial
heritage and the connections between the skilled manual labour required
both in the mills and this process. The rusted metals of the abandoned mills
are mirrored in the situation of the plates on reclaimed milled steel and the
yellowish red hues of silver salts in the collodion.

Julia Biro

Vacant Possession

juliabiro@me.com
map15.co.uk

Julia Biro’s practice is informed by her interest in memory
and personal history, exploring the suggestion that residual
traces of ownership remain in a treasured, ‘charged’ object.
In the body of work Vacant Possession she combines
selected images from an analogue archive documenting
a house renovation with digital post-production to address
the materiality of memory in the domestic space. Blurring
the boundaries of reality within the photograph, since
traditionally the photographic process promises a snapshot
of momentary truth, the images depicted are a playful
blending of time and recollection.

Diego Brambilla

diego.brambilla@gmail.com
diegobrambilla.com

My First Dream

Diego Brambilla combines photography, sculpture and DIY
in a multi-disciplinary practice that has ambiguity at its core.
His work balances on the boundaries between real and unreal,
forged and original.
My First Dream steps into contemporary culture's intrinsic
tendency to stage experiences (happiness, conflict, life) and
appropriate its language in order to represent an imaginary
exploration of another planet.
Using a cinematic approach, Brambilla creates an obscure
and unfamiliar place where the loss of horizon heightens a
sense of isolation and loneliness.

Inês Alves

Beyond this Place of Wrath

inesralves@gmail.com
ines-alves.com

Inês Alves’s photographic practice explores the relationship
between people and the space they inhabit. The street is
frequently at the centre of her practice, as a theme and as a
location. It is where we can study the nature of human beings
and test their limits.
In Beyond this Place of Wrath, we are presented with a topography
of the homes of female rough sleepers in London. We are invited
into a world that we are aware of, that we see every day, but that
we tend to let slip through our minds.
The photographs shown are only a few of the many recollections
of these wall-less rooms. The separation between public and
private space is made almost instantly when we see the traces,
in the form of blankets and cardboard. The personal belongings,
left temporarily, work as a reminder of our own instability.

Lalu Delbracio

laludel@gmail.com
laludelbracio.com

Sala de ensayo (Rehearsal Room)

Using photography and everyday material such as paper
and tape, I construct temporal spaces that are activated
through acts of tearing, subtraction, fragmentation and
rearrangement. A familiar and loved body becomes an
image, becomes a piece of paper, becomes an installation,
becomes an action, becomes an image, becomes a piece
of paper.
I’m interested in the question of how we live with form
and how we break out of it. In this sense, my photographic
installations and live actions function as a gesture towards
challenging ideas of representation and hierarchy;
examining the relationship between the personal and
collective, whilst suggesting a resistance to conformity.

Martina Ferrera

Hypothetical Structures

martina.ferrera@gmail.com
martinaferrera.com

Martina Ferrera’s photographic practice combines
documentary and still life to explore material forms in
architecture and the urban landscape. She investigates
the obsolescence and vulnerability of structures; the
alteration of the architectural body can trigger the
contemporary present and imagine possible futures.
She is interested in the temporary and unplanned
shapes of buildings. She sees the process of ageing
as a disrupting opportunity to question the idealised
architectural form.
Her recent work Hypothetical Structures concerns
the representation of another side of architecture.
Structures, represented as transient bodies, retain
their fundamental material characteristics while the
function is compromised. Found ordinary parts of
architectural bodies appear isolated, out of context,
often in a subdued atmosphere, suggesting a layering
of time. Doomed structures are captured before they
disappear completely from the urban fabric while the
decaying surfaces show the marks of time passing.
Although architecture strives to fulfil pre-determined
purposes, it often assumes infinite configurations.

Maxine Fox

info@maxinefox.co.uk
maxinefox.co.uk

Intense Pulsed Light (IPL)

As an artist working in a multi-disciplinary practice
I work intuitively.
My work is primarily concerned with the face.
How we are affected by the gaze of another.
Conversely how our own gaze can affect others.
Subverting socially encoded notions of beauty, the inner turmoil.
The ambiguous image. The weird sense of beauty.
Large frameless faces float on the wall with nowhere to rest.
They disturb, their cinematic format from another world.
The mannequin, the template of perfection, yet the face never
fits.
Layers creating a distance between us and the images.
Confronted by the video, your gaze can only affect you.

Zhangwei Fu

yeswedocc@gmail.com
leonwei.weebly.com

Life Circle

The process of creation is magical, and for Zhangwei Fu,
this is especially the case when it comes to art. Since his
childhood, picking up a paintbrush or a camera signified
the start of another adventure. He represents the worlds'
beauty by taking advantage of its' wide range of colours
and various perspectives. He also finds a way to express
his inner world and embrace the vibrancy of imagination
and life.
Zhangwei Fu's work Life Circle, explores the relationship
between life and food. To Zhangwei, food and life are
inseparable concepts constituting the natural circle
that gives the work its title. The photographs of absurd
combinations of food on brightly coloured backgrounds
encourage reflection through humour. The work expresses
a re-imagined and unique space left open for the viewer
to interpret.

Silvia Gentili

silvia@silviagentili.com
silviagentili.com

After Nagasaki

Silvia Gentili’s practice explores stories that belong to the personal and
political realm through the use of photography, film and performance.
Her research investigates concepts of trauma and memory in connection
to the body, landscape and storytelling.
In her project After Nagasaki, Gentili focuses on the traumatic experience
of the atomic bombings of Nagasaki and Hiroshima. The words of the
a-bomb survivor Kazutoshi Otsuka lead the audience through different
visual layers of narrative, while the city landscape is the setting for the
unfolding of private and collective memories

Alex Grace

alex@alexgracephoto.com
art.alexgracephoto.com

Sugarcandy Mountain

Alex Grace is a visual artist working with photography, moving
image and sculpture. Her practice investigates our relationship
with the animal, specifically the portrayal of the animal as a
taxidermy object.
Through the reframing and re-appropriation of the taxidermy
animal and/or its photograph, Alex’s work uses nostalgia,
humour and surprise to engage the viewer in joining her to reevaluate these representations. By taking taxidermy out of its
designated museum context, Alex raises questions about the
way we frame, perceive and marginalise the animal.

Lorraine Hamilton

lorraine.hamilton@live.co.uk
lorraine-hamilton.com

Inhale

Lorraine's practice utilises a multidisciplinary approach working with analogue,
digital and moving image.
Inhale is a short film made up of mostly stills photography showing rapidly changing
colourful abstract shots juxtaposed with moody cinematic portraits and everyday
scenes. Placed in a rhythmic sequence with pulsating audio that creates and breaks
down tension, the film also features time lapse, stop motion animation and stills
imagery that has been reworked digitally or by hand to comment on the passing of
time and frailty of life.
The work explores female identity, gender formation and socialisation, sexuality,
fertility, aging and the associated panic, fear and disappointment.

Megan Helyer

megan.m.h@hotmail.com
map15.co.uk

Thigh Gap

Thigh Gap explores and questions the current ideology of the
female form; media representation, social media, celebrity
culture and societal pressure are all torn apart, exposing their
sinister hyper-real dreamlike world.
Thigh Gap forces you to stop and reflect on the relationship
you have with your own body:
Could you love it more?
Cut it some slack?
Stop comparing?
Thigh Gap is empowering the unsung hero – the everyday body.

Jialu Jiang

In Places deep, where dark Things sleep

a.rokilulu@gmail.com
jiangjialu.com

Jialu Jiang’s practice explores the narrative potential of the still and
moving image and discusses strengths and tensions within sequences.
Using set design rather than digital manipulation, she creates surreal
worlds that reframe traditional stories for a contemporary mindset.
In her series, In Places deep, where dark Things sleep, she reworks the
story of Snow White and redefines the ‘Poisonous’ and ‘Death’, inverting
its traditional symbolism to express a longing for individuality and selfpossession. By creating a surreal staged world with a fashion aesthetic,
she seeks to raise questions about gender and personal characteristics.
Her images make us contemplate the tragedies caused by an ‘innocent
hand‘ and leave room to wonder whether there are more misfortunes
than we care to admit. Her photographs, whilst seemingly fun, have an
undercurrent of darkness, touchingly beautiful and at the same time
painfully attractive.

Oona Johannessen

oona@johannessen.co.uk
oonajohannessen.com

My other Half

Through my photographic practice I explore the construction
of contemporary female identity, probing the surface in an
effort to uncover the repressed side of our human psyche.
Often feeling confined within my role as a mother and wife,
I became aware of my own underlying neurosis; how my
former identity had shifted and my inability to manage my
own expectations led to an overwhelming feeling of loss
of control, perpetual anxiety and subsequently a sense-ofhumour failure.
Through performance and self-portraiture, with an element
of subversive humour, I disrupt expectations of daily life by
dressing up and performing gendered stereotypes for the
camera. In my latest work ‘My Other Half’ I stage a parody,
referencing characters featured in glossy magazines from
popular culture that influence our behaviour and shape our
identity, seducing the viewer with the unobtainable illusion of
a ‘perfect life’.

Alexander Koby

sashakoby@yahoo.co.uk
soulparabole.com

Poetically Man dwells

In these photographs, Alexander has made a claim closest to his heart.
A personal fragment is equated with the universal. Photographs remind
him of the decisive forces of the human personality; of our hidden belief
that we do not exist for nothing. Appearances become the language
of a lived life. The degree to which he believes this is worth pondering;
where does judgement lie. Analogue photography and words are to
him an accompaniment to the drama of looking for goodness. His own
being constitutes his way of looking for this, for himself. The means he
has to speak with are black and white. Black, for him, is the valley of the
shadow of mortal and moral; light is hope, to which mankind is forever
subjected. He offers his hand, back to the world, which is drawn across,
what we choose to forget or refuse to know.

Yifan Li

photography.yifan@gmail.com
yifan-li.com

Still / Life

Yifan Li’s practice is about the relationship between photography and painting.
He is interested in the manner in which viewing paintings influences photography.
Focusing on the allegorical elements in paintings, he makes contemporary
photographic interpretations, both in the studio and the real world. Images are
grouped and framed according to their allegorical significance (birth, death,
original sin, etc).

Miao Liu

An infinitesimal ‘Nucleus’

olalalala@qq.com
miaoliu.weebly.com

Miao Liu’s photographic practice addresses the notion of connections, and the
issues of self-expression and identity, both when it comes to nature and to people.
Her artworks compare words and images, historic and modern, as well as the
use of abstraction and concretization. Miao’s recent work attempts to explore
photography as a medium to express emotion and narrate a story in the same
way that words do. Her photographs investigate the concept of an infinitesimal
‘nucleus’ migrating from the personal realm to the outside world, along with
painful memories and experience. She applies a narrative mode, similar to an
emotional monologic novel, which is focused on soul-searching and self-identity.
The project attempts to give the viewers a visual prompt to recall their deepest,
darkest memory, which could be sad, painful or fragile. However, most of such
memories have been transformed into a great force to inspire us to go forward.
These traces of pain make more sense of what we have experienced. Indeed, it
is not key to show pain itself, but the power and energy it has given to us, how it
has changed us and made us move on. That is why this ‘nucleus’ is described as
‘infinitesimal’. The negative energy carried by the little nucleus always transforms
into a positive one, or gradually becomes smaller and smaller. People would like
to believe that these pains have become stepping stones to better things in life to
make us stronger.

Dionysis Livanis

dionysis@artcantchangetheworld.com
artcantchangetheworld.com

Public Domain

Dionysis Livanis is a multi-disciplinary artist who investigates
the dynamics around art creation and practice. Through
individual and collaborative projects he raises questions
about power and control between the artist, the subject
and the viewer.
Public Domain is a series of interventions in newspapers
and magazines, on the street and other public spaces that
explore the relationship between the artist’s image and
himself. By publicly displaying a passport-like portrait of
himself, Livanis focuses on our pathological attachment to
our image and on the vulnerability and sense of insecurity
we may have when exposed, either in front of the camera
or when our photograph is publicly displayed.
Deadpan and disruptive, Public Domain challenges the
viewer who is confronted with the absurdity of an uncanny
portrait and the ambiguous and provocative misuse of
advertising space.

Jessie McLaughlin

Luv letters on queer paper

jessiemclaughlin@icloud.com
jessiemclaughlin.co.uk

My practice focuses on trying to make out a sense of self having spent a significant
amount time (over a significant period of time) browsing the internet.
If to remember the 90s is to think of the Spice Girls, “GIRL POWER”, New Labour
and the birth of the internet (moments in popular culture with both positive and
problematic legacies) then my practice is the result of this. My work emerges (from
reading, from writing, from looking at the internet) as a series of recorded attempts
to mark out self against the workings of various powerful institutional structures. It
comes from all of these frames; pushing to the forefront personal experience and
emotional understanding and proposes these as valid (and so therefore valuable)
methods of research and lines of enquiry into the relationships between politics,
economy, mental health and structures of privilege.
The work takes various forms; including books, workshops, drawing, photography,
video and playlists.

Jie Meng

nicole12mj@gmail.com
jie-meng-ci9t.squarespace.com

Reboot

Jie Meng’s practice explores disembodied representational spaces. She is interested
in complicating our relationship with perspective, creating objects that transform
themselves as our viewpoint changes.
Her work begins in the studio where she cuts and folds sheets of paper to make
sculptural objects. These objects are then photographed and reworked on the
computer. When the resulting images are printed, Jie embarks on a second round
of cutting and folding to create the works installed in the gallery.
Jie’s sculpted photographs are magical objects that create a new visual experience.
Primitive geometric forms metamorphosize as the viewer navigates the artwork.

Emilia Moisio

emilia@emiliamoisio.com
emiliamoisio.com

The grey indicates the presence

In Emilia Moisio's work the grey indicates the presence, scientific
images – appropriated mainly from publications popularising science
with spectacular imagery – are treated and displayed as samples.
Through following a process carefully devised to selectively parallel
the mentality of systematic scientific study methods, the work not only
critically examines, unmasks, and deconstructs some of the remarkably
hegemonic structures and visual conventions of scientific imaging
practices, it also questions the scientific typological approach to
structuring reality, premised on assuming an underlying structure
that organises the world.

Roberta Mongardi

roberta.mongardi@libero.it
robertamongardi.com

The Distance in between

Roberta Mongardi defines herself as a people’s photographer. Her way to
relate with them is through observing. She tries to keep people’s stories and
describe them through her pictures, creating her own imaginary worlds. As she
developed projects about street photography, photojournalism and portraits,
ethical relationships became the most relevant aspect of her practice.
In The Distance in between she examines the female position in our society,
focusing on their unreal representation in advertisements: the body is often
fragmented or interrupted for the sake of the product. This can result in women
feeling disaggregated, thinking of their bodies as a collection of imperfect
parts, rather than a unitary, distinct whole. In the exhibition bodies are shown
hidden, cut, looking for something. Mongardi's installation is a combination of
fragmented feminine entities, portrayed using the language of advertisement.
They invite the viewer to move into a space of intimacy and uncertainty.

Richard Nicholson

No Ideas but in Things

mail@richardnicholson.com
richardnicholson.com

Operating at the intersection between photography and
philosophy, my art practice explores both the excesses and
the shortcomings of human and photographic vision. In a
world that has been hollowed out by the abstractions of
idealised thought, I deconstruct the photographic image
to initiate a fresh encounter with the brute materiality of
objects.
My current project, No Ideas but in Things, was made in the
months following the death of my mother. In mourning, I
was thrown into a world where the usual certainties stopped
making sense. Familiar objects were transformed into ghostlike apparitions and the modern world revealed itself to be
little more than a series of empty photographs; a dizzying
slideshow of no real substance.
Sensing that the real object was in flight, withdrawing
behind a veil of abstract thought, I picked up my camera
and attempted to document this strange exodus.

Doralba Picerno

doralbapic@hotmail.com
doralba.com

Please make up my Room

Doralba Picerno’s photographic practice delves into issues of individuality and the
self, the duality between public and private space, in a body of work that spans
portraiture and cityscape.
With Please make up my Room, Picerno has produced a series of photographs that
explore the crepuscular time of day as seen from hotel windows in anonymous
cities through the distortion of stereoscopic 3D treatment. This visual “aberration”,
enhanced by the viewer’s use of anaglyph glasses to view the work, emphasises
the experience of looking from an isolated space experienced by the artist,
reinforcing the solitary melancholic aspect of an existential moment.

Roshana Rubin-Mayhew

hello@roshanarubinmayhew.com
roshanarubinmayhew.com

Metacrush

Through a disruptive and transformative process,
Roshana Rubin-Mayhew works with raw material, image,
object and sound to create sculptural installations.
In this constellation of things, she collapses notions
of the infinite and intangible into physical form.
Borrowing from geology, space science and eastern
philosophies of oneness and being, Roshana’s current
work explores the idea of coming apart and becoming
a part. As separated pieces interconnect through
material relationships, she creates space to suspend
the idea that we operate out of a resonance of having
been part of something larger.
In a fusion of scattered matter, she draws tension
between an anticipation of falling into wholeness
and the accompanying unease of obliteration.

Ernst Schlogelhofer

eschlogelhofer@hotmail.com
albumen-gallery.com

Declension

Ernst Schlogelhofer uses photography to investigate our relationship with classical
statues. He shows us the pathos and the narratives that are embodied in the
gestures, materials and symbolism of these objects.
His current work Declension varies these elements comparable to the variations of
a noun, by which the noun’s changing grammatical nature is determined.
Objects have a life of their own. Their time and our time coincide in the present,
but the respective scales of past and future are vastly different. This out-of-step
rhythm introduces a tension to which Ernst keeps returning in his body of work.
Photographs have the potential to condense time, but even in photographs time
remains layered. Ernst invites the viewer to have a sensual experience. He creates
images that work in a conceptual context, but importantly, also, on their own

Lars Stephan
O Anthropos

larsstephan@gmail.com
larsstephan.com

In my work I use myself as a white canvas to create characters
that I consequently photograph. These images can be seen
as the remaining records of a performance. They are not selfportraits in the classical sense, but moreover interpretations
of the potential that is contained within the self. Due to the
fact that I am not an actor, the performances are not perfect.
This leads to a humorous element within the images, which I
use to draw the viewer in, hoping to uncover more profound
and philosophical issues of identity.
In my most recent project O Anthropos, I am juxtaposing
specific real life characters with an unspecified
mythological character. Despite their differences the real
life characters and the mythological hero are emotionally
and psychologically strikingly similar. The same existential
questions arise: Who am I, where do I come from, and where
am I going. I am not attempting to provide an answer to any
of these questions. All I am doing is to show similarities in
everyone's journey. Regardless of our cultural and temporal
differences we are all dealing with similar issues of placement
and identity, no matter whether we are a Puerto Rican living
in New York City, a mythological hero, or just ourselves.

Yuxi Tan

HER (Her face, her hands, her body and her feet)

291667974@qq.com
yukivigo.com

Yuxi Tan’s work focuses on issues of femininity and the female body. Through an
approach to binding images and videos together, the structuring of her work is
designed to be thought-provoking and intriguing.
She presents four separated, but connected, stories each one addressing a
different female body part: the face, the hands, the torso and the feet. Her
own comprehension of each part will be revealed to the audience, aiming to
inspire them and enrich their own comprehension of each part of her work.
‘Her face’: she uses her face to act as five women in five different spaces.
‘Her hands’: she uses her hands to touch different items and to feel how they
change with time.
‘Her body’: the last three days of her life were recorded.
‘Her feet’: she fantasises about a shadow of a man who always surrounds her.

Alexandra Uhart

auhart@gmail.com
alexandrauhartphotography.com

Someone here

Alexandra Uhart’s practice explores the permanent damage
caused by human engagement with the environment. She
portrays their increasingly careless appropriation of the land.
Being of Chilean origin, she is aware of the growing conflict
between an economic thirst for copper mining in the North
and a desire to preserve the sublime natural assets of the
region; a battle that sadly our ecosystem is losing.
The rise of copper mining has led to an increasing amount
of people being relocated to the most arid desert in the
world, where living conditions are averse. The work records
the ravages caused to the desert’s ecosystem. Within more
than five hundred mining sites, a cemetery of plastic bottles
and a pile of old tires are mere examples of the negligence
that threatens the area.

Andrea Vargas

andreavargasbarreto@gmail.com
andreavargas.co

La Luna

Andrea Vargas’ interdisciplinary work includes performance,
photography, installation and video generated from a
unique, completely intimate and very personal view of the
artist. She addresses profound feminine issues with a simple
and direct language, as well as ideas of perception, body,
gender and society.
In La Luna, Vargas combines photography and text, exploring
ideas of societal pressure on women in Latin American society.
Using her body as the main subject, she has made a series of
what she calls ‘honest portraits’, investigating issues of selfacceptance and perception of her own body. Creating a
visual diary, in which she includes these self-portraits and
her own thoughts poured on the wall, she tries to help the
viewer understand what she, and perhaps most women of
her generation, might be going through in some determined
part of her life.

Verity Welstead

veritywelstead@mac.com
veritywelstead.co.uk

See how it feels

Verity Welstead uses portraiture of her family and friends to tell stories that relate
to her interest in the non-linear nature of memory and the jarring of the familiar
and uncanny. She works with photography as a method of encountering our inner
desires and fears. Her technique combines the genres of documentary and staged
photography with the aim of capturing the accidental.
Her project See how it feels looks at children dressed in unflattering knitted
clothing. Knitting is used as a stand-in for the eccentric scenarios, not necessarily
visible to others, that Verity was made to endure as a child with all the incumbent
psychological discomfort. She identifies with the children in the photographs whilst
also contemplating her role as a parent, and the horror of potentially being a
‘pathologically suffocating’ one. Here photography takes on the performative role
of looking at the past to create a new future. The photographs also ask the viewer
awkward questions regarding their controlling intentions of others.

Luisa Whitton

luisawhitton@googlemail.com
luisawhitton.com

What about the Heart?

Luisa Whitton’s photographic practice is a research-based
examination of technology and its impact on what it means
to be human. She explores this subject through subverting
traditional portraits of humanoid robotics. Her multidisciplinary work contains photographs, videos, text and
found materials. She is fascinated with the photographic
portrait, its link to identity, technology, and the ability to
subvert its meaning with her photography.

Chen Yao

yaochen370373514@163.com
map15.co.uk

Moment of Consciousness

Yao Chen’s practice is based on the slow passage of time
and the organic changes that occur throughout our life.
Combining installation and photography, Yao's work reveals
layers of memories from the past alongside displaying the
slow process and transformation of nature. Thereby, while
trying to encapsulate memories constituted by momentary
changes, the growing plants become tools to evoke inner
consciousness as a form of interaction.

Jianyong Yuan
Excuse me

jianyong_yuan@yahoo.com
jianyong.co.uk

Jianyong Yuan’s practice centres on the relationship
between the public and the private, the self and the
other. By concentrating on specific characteristics of
individuals in group contexts, he aims to explore the
paradox between self-portrayal and identity.
His recent project Excuse me draws attention to people
jogging late at night. Regular running routes in the park
create a situation to produce a group of portraits. The
process consists of finding a runner at a time, politely
asking him or her to stop by saying, ‘Excuse me’, and
then persuading them to have a portrait shot taken
during their exercise. With a pared-down background
and balanced composition, these photographs intend
to present a visual consistency in order to highlight the
subtle differences between each subject. The title of the
series refers not only to the prologue of the conversation
between the photographer and the subject, but also to
an interruption that aims to reveal the space between
the subject’s private world and their public appearance.

